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Abstract 
The World Wide Web has become a highly adopted platform for 

Web applications. The traditional structured systems analysis and 

design as well as object oriented analysis and design (UML) 

cannot capture all the requirements of the e-Commerce 

Applications. There are various web-engineering techniques used 

to capture the requirements of web Applications, but there is no 

silver bullet to capture all the characteristics of the E-Commerce 

applications. The notations and diagrams of the particular 

method cannot produce the good modeling of web applications; 

therefore we tried to assimilate all the goodies of the Web 

Engineering techniques. By considering the strengths and 

weaknesses of various Web engineering techniques, we have 

formulized a conceptual framework by integrating, investigating 

various web analysis and design methods such as OOHDM, 

WSDM, WebML, W2000 (HDM), OOWS, HERA and WebSA 

for building the Web Information Systems. We have integrated 

the various features such as notations, requirement modeling, 

workflow, content modeling, hypertext modeling, presentation 

modeling, authoring systems and navigational requirements, 

customization modeling and mapping of analysis and design of 

Web applications to the implementation. 

Keywords: OOHDM, WSDM, WebML, W2000 (HDM), OOWS, 

HERA, WebSA. 

1. Introduction 

Web-based systems are those systems that use the Internet, 

intranets, and extranets. The Internet is a worldwide 

collection of interconnected networks. An intranet is a 

private network inside a company using web-based 

applications, but for use only within an organization. An 

extranet is a private network that allows external access to 

customers and suppliers using web-based applications. 

Structured analysis and design is useful tool for gathering 

the requirements of every application through interviews, 

questionnaires, records and, observations. These   

requirements can be captured by EER Diagram, dataflow 

diagram, flowchart and decision trees in[1]. And can be 

mapped with the data structure design of the application 

and software architecture, however the object oriented  

 

 

features cannot be captured by the SSAD which lead to the 

various object oriented methods like Ivar Jacobson’s use 

case analysis, Raumbagh’s OMT and Booch’s methods, 

However these methods are integrated together and the 

method is known as UML[2] for object oriented analysis 

and design. A drawback of UML is that it lacks the 

capability to represent uncertainty.  With use case 

approach, the only solution that can be developed will be 

one that can be automated with an application. This 

virtually ignores the relevant business issues that may be 

all or part of the problem as well.  

 

UML requirements tend to include a lot of technical 

language since they are describing technical features. 

Finally, another problem with UML requirements is that 

they tend to focus on business transaction at a time. Since 

they are most often derived from Use Cases, the 

requirements are documented with an eye toward that one 

transaction and often ignore the business workflow 

surrounding it. Without a highly structured reuse analysis, 

it is often possible to end up with highly efficient 

transactions that contain a lot of business redundancy 

between them. Thus UML alone is not sufficient for 

capturing the requirements of the web applications.  Web 

Engineering methodologies provide a number of benefits 

compared to ad hoc development: Web Engineering 

methodologies guide through the process of software-

creation, provide a complete documentation, take into 

consideration the users’ needs, and ensure quality. Further, 

by forcing modularity and support re-use, the designed 

applications are more flexible, robust, and reliable. 

Through the homogenous structure of engineered Web-

applications, complexity decreases and maintenance eases.. 

In addition to common SE-methodologies, Web 

Engineering methodologies are specially designed to meet 

the requirements of the Web. But the particular method is 

suitable for capturing the certain requirements and 

characteristics of the applications. It gives rise to various 

modeling methods, which follows different paradigms, 

depending on their origin and focus. Modeling methods are 

categorized into four types[3]. 
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i) Data Oriented Methods: These are 

originated from the field of database systems, 

and mainly based on ER model. The primary 

focus of these methods is the modeling of 

database-driven web applications. For 

Examples: Relationship management 

methodology (RMM)- 1995, Hera-2001, 

Web-Modeling Language (WebML,-1999). 

ii) Hypertext-Oriented Methods:  HOM 

Focuses on hypertext character of web 

applications. These methods include 

Hypertext Design Model (HDM)-1993, later 

HDM extended  to W2000 and HDM-lite-

1996, WSDM-1997. 

iii) Object Oriented Methods: These methods 

are based on either OMT or UML. This 

category includes Object Oriented 

Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM)-

1996, UML based Web Engineering (UWE)-

2000, Object oriented web solutions 

(OOWS)-2001, and Object Oriented 

Hypermedia (OO-H) -2002.WebSA- 2004. 

iv) Software Oriented Methods: It uses 

techniques that strongly follow classical 

software engineering. Examples of this 

category are Web Application Extension 

(WAE) 1999 and the enhanced version 

WAE2- 2001. 

We tried to integrate the goodies of each method for the 

web modeling. We do not pretend that our method will sort 

out each and every problem, it cannot be silver bullet, but 

it is a feasible and realizable solution.  

The paper is organizes as below: Section 2 deals with 

literature survey required for the proposed method, Section 

3 describes our proposed model, Section 4 deals with case 

study of Web Based Conference Management System  to 

produce the quality web information systems, Lastly we 

conclude our result in section 5  

2. Literature Survey 

Software requirement specification documents provide the 

details for the requirements, analysis and design of the 

systems, however for modeling the web applications, we 

have considered the following characteristics of the web 

applications.  

Content Modeling: Content modeling is aimed at 

transferring the information and functional requirements 

determined by requirement engineering to a model. The 

idea of a content model is new, but it has similarities to 

both a database design and an object model. The purpose 

of both of these is to provide a foundation for the logic of 

the operation. The same applies to a content model [6].  

Hypertext Modeling: Also known as navigation modeling 

– is to specify the navigability through the content of web 

applications. Navigation of the site is specified thru links. 

Links can be defined between the units inside a single 

page, between units placed in different pages, and between 

pages. The information carried along a link is called 

navigation context, or simply context. Links that carry 

context information are called contextual links, whereas 

links that have no associated context information are called 

non-contextual links. Context information is typically 

necessary to ensure the computability of units. 

Presentation Modeling: Presentation modeling deals with 

user interface and look and feel of web application. The 

main objective of presentation modeling is aimed at 

designing the structure and behavior of the user interface. 

• In presentation modeling the model elements are  

     described on three hierarchical levels A presentation 

page: describes page presented to the  

      user as a visualization unit. 

• A presentation unit: serves to group related user 

      interface elements. 

• A presentation element: presentation element 

      represents a node’s set of information    & can 

include  

       text, image, audio etc.  

Customization Modeling: It is used to represent context 

information, and the adaptations derived from it. Mostly 

customization modeling is intermingled with content, 

hypertext and presentation models[14]. 

 

2.1 Web Modeling Methods 

In order to propose our hybrid model we have studied the 

following methods: 

OOHDM[1], WSDM[4], WebML[5], [6], W2000 (HDM) 

[7], OOWS[8], HERA[15], WebSA. These methods are 

the superset for the other remaining methods. 

The Hypertext Design Model (HDM)[16] is a model for 

the structured design of hypertext-applications. Therefore 

it describes a design model rather than a process model. In 

contrast to HDM, OOHDM offers a clearly defined 

procedure for the development of hypermedia-applications. 

OOHDM consists of the four steps as shown in figure 1: 

conceptual design, navigational design, abstract interface 

design and implementation, which have to be executed 

according to an iterative and incremental process model. 

 

Fig 1: OOHDM Activities 
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The methodology of OOHDM[17] comprise four different 

activities: 

(1) Requirement Gathering: This step involves gathering 

stake holder’s requirements with the help of use cases, 

which are represented using User Interaction Diagram. 

(2) Conceptual Design: The conceptual model 

corresponds to a traditional object-oriented model and 

describes design entities using UML[18] notations.  

(3) Navigational Design: In this phase a navigational 

model is specified, which can be seen as a view (in the 

sense of databases) of the conceptual model. The 

navigation model consists of a navigational class schema 

and a navigational context schema. 

 (4) Abstract Interface Design: This step deals with the 

user interface objects. The Abstract Data View (ADV) 

design approach is used for describing the user interface. 

(5) Implementation:  It deals with the mapping of the 

designed application to implementation of the application. 

Advantages: The modularity and reusability of design 

concepts is relatively high due to the high degree of 

abstraction found in the resulting models. OOHDM have a 

well-guided design-phase with expressive visual models 

and diagrams. They are useful for Web applications with a 

structured information domain behind.   

Disadvantages: Their problem is the weak mapping from 

design (Visual Models and diagrams} to the application 

implementation. OOHDM considers several important 

aspects of Web-applications but is lacking system support 

that adequately corresponds to the basic principles of the 

Web. This implies many problems such as the 

implementation in heterogeneous environments, the 

integration of distributed objects and artifacts. The major 

drawback is the weak mapping functionality; this results in 

poor construction of the application and serious 

maintenance issues. The generality of the modeling 

approach tend to lead to a higher complexity. For example 

the method explicitly supports the use of design patterns 

but does not support the retrieval of patterns nor does it 

provide assistance for automating the implementation of 

reusable design artifacts. 

 

2.1.2 WSDM (Web Site Design Method) 
The Web Site Design Method (WSDM)[4] is a user-

centered method for web application design[21]. The 

design process consists of four different phases: Mission 

Statement Definition, Audience Modeling, Conceptual 

Design (divided into Task Modeling and Navigation 

Design) and Implementation design as shown in figure 2. 

During the Task Modeling phase, all the information and 

functional requirements obtained during the Audience 

Modeling phase are elaborated to generate two main 

models: the Task Model and Object Chunks. In particular, 

for each requirement a task is defined, and then divided: 

into elementary tasks, in a hierarchical structure 

 
Fig 2: Different Phases of WSDM 

 

Advantages: Navigation track of WSDM is more 

powerful for navigation modeling, for the detailed 

structure of the web sites. 

Disadvantage 

WSDM is a user-centered methodology [4], having a 

strong usability design phase. Due to its high level of 

abstraction, its weakness lies in the area of data and 

structural design, and dynamics. 

 

2.1.3  WebML 

 
WebML (Web Modeling Language) is a visual notation for 

designing complex data-intensive Web applications[19]. It 

provides graphical, yet formal, specifications, embodied in 

a complete design process, which can be assisted by visual 

design tools, like WebRatio.  

The five perspectives of WebML are: 

1) Structural Model: It is typical data conceptual model 

and based on ER-Model (ERM), UML, and ODMG. But 

preferred model by authors of WebML is UML 

2) Derivation Model: It describes how the structure can 

be extended with derived data, to introduce redundant 

information. In other words it is similar to VIEWS in 

database modeling. Like VIEW in Oracle or MySQL. For 

each page there is one abstract Table of data’s. But it is 

merged from other tables. It uses WebML-OQL (WebML-

Object Query Language)[20]. 

3) Composition Model: Describes the allocation of 

content to application pages. 

4) Navigational Model: Shows the navigation between 

pages using links (context, non-context) Models how the 

user moves on the web. 

5) Presentational Model: Presentation modeling is 

concerned with the actual look and feel of the pages 

identified by composition modeling. WebML pages are 

rendered according to a style sheet[22]. 

Advantages of WebML:  
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• WebML guarantees a model-driven approach to 

Web site development, which is a key factor for 

defining a novel generation of CASE tools for the 

construction of complex sites 

• WebML has supporting advanced features like 

multi-device access, personalization, and 

evolution management. 

• Can capture the detailed contents 

Disadvantages: WebML provide a set of methods and 

supporting tools for a systematic design and development 

of Web applications addresses different concerns using 

separate models (content, navigation, presentation, 

business logic, etc.), and provide model compilers that 

produce most of the logic and Web pages of the 

application from these models. However, these proposals 

also have some limitations, especially for exchanging 

models or representing further modeling concerns, such as 

architectural styles, technology independence, or 

distribution in[23]. 

 

2.1.4 W2000 (HDM) 

 
W2000 originates from HDM but also borrows principles 

from UML to support the concept of business processes. A 

W2000 model comprises some models. Each model has a 

predefined package, which acts as a root for the hierarchy 

of other packages and elements that belong to the 

model[24]. This is implemented through the abstract class 

element with package and all the W2000 Elements as sub-

classes as shown in figure 3. Elements belong to the 

package in which they are defined, but are rendered in 

diagrams, which also belong to different packages [9]. 

 
Fig 3: W2000 hierarchy 

 

A complete W2000 model is organized in four models:  

i) Information: Defines data used by application 

and perceived by the user 

ii) Navigation: Need to define how the contents 

are organized for fruition. `` 

iii)  Services: Specifies the control   

iv) Presentation: How data and services are 

presented to the user. 

Advantage: An advantage of W2000 is its ability to 

decompose hypertext-applications into fine-grained 

artifacts for reuse while considering ensuing structural 

relations.  

Disadvantage: 

• The applicability of W2000 is severely limited by 

its methodology.  

•  The developer is subject to a high cognitive load 

caused by an unsatisfactory process model that 

neither supports artifact reuse nor allows for 

modeling artifacts using an object-oriented 

paradigm. The mapping of a hypertext-application 

designed with HDM to a Web-application is 

difficult due to the lack of an appropriate support. 

 

2.1.5 OOWS 
Object-Oriented Web-Solutions Modeling (OOWS) is a 

UML-based Web Engineering method to develop web 

applications that is strongly based on conceptual modeling 

techniques. OOWS is the extension of OO methods used 

for the web development as shown in figure 4.  In System 

Specification Step the conceptual schema is build to 

represent the applications requirement[25]. The modeling 

tool used by the method allows the specifizacation of 

structural and functional requirements of dynamic 

applications by means of a set of models. These models are 

as follows 

Structural Model: It defines the classes, operations and 

attributes (structure) and relationship between classes 

(specialization, association and aggregation) by means of 

class diagram[26]. 

Dynamic Model : It describes the different valid object-

life sequence for each class of the system using State 

Diagrams. Also in this model object interactions 

(communications between objects) are represented by 

Sequence diagrams[27]. 

Functional Model :that captures the semantics of state 

changes, using a textual specification derived from an OO 

formal specification  [10] to define service effects[28]. 
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 Fig 4 : OOWS Methodology 

Advantages: OOWS is best for static as well as dynamic 

Process modeling 

 

Disadvantages: It has Weak mapping functionality 

 

2.1.6 HERA 
Hera is a design methodology for WIS (Web-based 

Information Systems) with automated presentation 

generation that is adapted to device capabilities and user 

preferences. Hera is also used as the name of a model-

driven design approach and specification framework 

focusing on the development of context-dependent or 

personalized WIS shown in figure 5[6]. The approach 

distinguishes three main models that specify the generation 

of hypermedia presentations over available content data: a 

model for the content, a model for the hypermedia 

navigation construction, and a model for the presentation 

construction enable the creation of a hypermedia-based 

view over the content. 

 
Figure 5: Hera Methodology 

Advantage: The integration of WIS designs for 

hypermedia and web personalization or presentation 

generation with user adoption makes this characteristic 

more powerful. 

Disadvantage: The applicability of Hera is severely 

limited by its methodology.  

•  The developer is subject to a high cognitive load 

caused by an unsatisfactory process model that 

neither supports artifact reuse nor allows for 

modeling artifacts using an object-oriented 

paradigm.  

• The mapping of a hypertext-application designed 

with Hera to a Web-application is difficult due to 

the lack of an appropriate support. 

 

2.1.7 WebSA 

  
Web software architecture is a model driven approach for 

applications, which is based on MDA (Model driven 

approach) paradigm. In WebSA methodology it proposes a 

development process made up of a set of UML models 

used to represent web applications as shown in figure 6. 

The view model shows the links among the different views 

(regarded as a set of artifacts created during the software 

development process) that make up web application 

software architecture. In WebSA, the web application 

model is made up of 8 views, further grouped in 

viewpoints. A viewpoint is a set of views that share 

concerns. In the following Fig. 6 we can observe a UML 

diagram that depicts the set of viewpoints and views in 

WebSA, as well as the relationships among them. 

The requirements viewpoint gathers the information 

needed to specify the system: in particular the set of use 

cases scenarios (functional requirements view) and quality 

scenarios (non-functional requirements view) are captured. 

Departing from the requirement-engineering phase, the 

functionality of a web system is defined by means of a 

Functional Viewpoint. That functionality is captured by 

means of the corresponding views defined by the web 

engineering community for web applications. In particular, 

the conceptual view captures the structure of the 

information system that lies behind the application. The 

navigation view specifies the interactions that the user may 

perform in order to step through the different application 

scenarios. The presentation view is concerned with the 

general appearance of the application and the functionality 

associated with this appearance. Finally, the process view 

gathers process activities and flows [11] 

 
 

Fig. 6: Web Software Architecture 

Also, WebSA includes an architectural viewpoint to 

explicitly address the architectural issues. 
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Departing from non-functional requirements a set of 

architectural patterns can be inferred to gather the logical 

and physical architecture views. The first one gathers the 

set of logical components (subsystems, modules and/or 

software components) and the relationships among them. 

The last one describes which are the physical components 

that integrate the final representation (clients, servers, 

networks, etc…). Note that the interdependency between 

the functional and the architectural viewpoints expressed 

with the double arrow in Fig 6. Implies that on some 

occasions it will be advisable to take architectural 

decisions based on functional features and vice versa. The 

existing relationships among the different WebSA views 

are formalized in a common metamodel that permits the 

establishment of traceability between the elements in the 

different views. WebSA, aiming at being compliant with 

MDA, defines a conservative extension of the UML 

metamodel in the context of a UML profile.  

An overview of the WebSA Approach: WebSA is a 

proposal whose main target is to cover all the phases of the 

Web application development focusing on software 

architecture. It contributes to cover the gap currently 

existing between traditional Web design models and the 

final implementation. In order to achieve this, it defines a 

set of architectural models to specify the architectural 

viewpoint, which complements current Web engineering 

methodologies such as. Furthermore, WebSA also 

establishes an instance of the MDA Development Process, 

which allows for the integration of the different viewpoints 

of a Web application by means of transformations between 

models [2]. 

 

WebSA Architectural Models: The WebSA approach 

proposes three architectural models: 

Subsystem Model (SM): determines the subsystems that 

make up our application. It is mainly based on the classical 

architectural style defined in  – the so called “layers 

architecture” – where a layer is a subsystem encapsulating 

a certain level of abstraction. Furthermore, it makes use of 

the set of architectural patterns defined in that determine 

which is the best layer distribution for our system. 

Configuration Model (CM): defines an architectural style 

based on a structural view of the Web application by 

means of a set of Web components and their connectors, 

where each component represents the role or the task 

performed by one or more common components identified 

in the family of Web Applications. 

 

An overview of the WebSA Approach: WebSA is a 

proposal whose main target is to cover all the phases of the 

Web application development focusing on software 

architecture. It contributes to cover the gap currently 

existing between traditional Web design models and the 

final implementation. In order to achieve this, it defines a 

set of architectural models to specify the architectural 

viewpoint, which complements current Web engineering 

methodologies such as. Furthermore, WebSA also 

establishes an instance of the MDA Development Process, 

which allows for the integration of the different viewpoints 

of a Web application by means of transformations between 

models[2]. 

Integration Model (IM): merges the functional and the 

architectural views into a common set of concrete 

components and modules that will make up the Web 

application. This model is inferred from the mapping of the 

components, which are defined in the configuration model, 

the subsystem model and the models of the functional 

view. The formalization of these models is obtained by 

means of a MOF-compliant repository metamodel and a 

set of OCL constraints (both part of the OMG proposed 

standards) that together specify (1) which is the semantics 

associated with each model element, (2) which are the 

valid configurations and (3) which constraints apply. 

 

 WebSA Development Process: The WebSA 

Development Process is based on the MDA development 

process, which includes the same phases as the traditional 

life cycle (Analysis, Design, and Implementation). 

However, unlike in the traditional life cycle, the artifacts 

that result from each phase in the MDA development 

process must be a computable model. These models 

represent the different abstraction levels in the system 

specification and are, namely:  

(1) Platform Independent Models (PIMs) defined during 

the analysis phase and the conceptual design,  

(2) Platform Specific Models (PSMs) defined in the low-

level design,  

(3) Code. 

 

WebSA Architectural Models: The WebSA approach 

proposes three architectural models: 

Subsystem Model (SM): determines the subsystems that 

make up our application. It is mainly based on the classical 

architectural style defined in  – the so called “layers 

architecture” – where a layer is a subsystem encapsulating 

a certain level of abstraction. Furthermore, it makes use of 

the set of architectural patterns defined in that determine 

which is the best layer distribution for our system. 

Configuration Model (CM): defines an architectural style 

based on a structural view of the Web application by 

means of a set of Web components and their connectors, 

where each component represents the role or the task 

performed by one or more common components identified 

in the family of Web Applications. 
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Fig. 7: WebSA Development Process 

 

In order to meet these requirements, the WebSA 

development process establishes a correspondence 

between the Web-related artifacts and the MDA artifacts. 

Also, and as a main contribution, WebSA defines a 

transformation policy driven by the architectural 

viewpoint, that is, an “architectural-centric” process. Fig.  

also shows how in the analysis phase the Web application 

specification is divided vertically into two viewpoints. The 

Web functional models provided by approaches such as 

OO-H  or UWE , while the Subsystem Model (SM) and the 

Configuration Model (CM) define the software 

architecture of the Web Application gives the functional-

perspective. In the analysis phase, the architectural models 

are based on two different architectural styles to define the 

Web application. As it is defined in , “an architectural style 

is independent from its realization, and does not directly 

refer to a concrete application problem it is intended to 

solve”. In this way, these models fix the application 

architecture orthogonally to its functionality, therefore 

allowing for their reuse in different Web applications. The 

PIM-to-PIM transformation (T1 in Fig.7) from analysis 

models to platform independent design models provides a 

set of artifacts in which the conceptual elements of the 

analysis phase are mapped to design elements where the 

information about functionality and architecture is 

integrated. The model obtained is called Integration Model 

(IM), which merges in a single 

architectural model the information gathered in the 

functional viewpoint with the information provided by the 

Configuration and Subsystem Models. It is important to 

note that the Integration model, being still platform 

independent, is the basis on which several transformations, 

one for each target platform (see e.g. T2, T2’ and T2’’ in 

Figure 7.), can be defined. The output of these PIM-to-

PSM transformations is the specification of the Web 

application for a given platform. The inclusion of an 

architectural view in this process plays a pre-eminent role 

for the completion of the specification of the final Web 

application, and drives the refinement process from 

analysis to implementation 

 

Advantages: Summarizing, the advantages of extending 

the architecture for MDA models can be named as follows: 

o Possibility of capturing the non-

functional requirements in order to 

improve the quality of the resulting Web 

Applications. 

o The reuse of the architecture models for 

different systems. 

o A more rigorous mapping between the 

domain model and the different 

component view models. 

o A better quality of the generated code, 

because it permits the definition of a 

generation mechanism where the 

functional and architectural parts are 

combined. 

Disadvantages: Disadvantages related to scalability, 

platform-independence or security. Architecture models 

are fundamental in an MDA process, which consists in 

building and transforming platform-independent models 

and platform-specific models of the Web application 

 

3. Proposed Model 
All the goodies of various WEB methodologies and 

selection criteria are integrated together and model is 

known as hybrid model. The goodies of every 

methodology are given below:  

 

We propose that each web application should be divided 

into following parts 

I) Hybrid BBM-DRI Model for Web Engineering 

II) Security Model 

III) Deployment Model 

IV) Communication Model 

I ) Hybrid BBM-DRI  Model For Web Engineering 
 

We propose the following activities to initialize the work 

and these activities can be repeated again and again for the 

correctness of the workflow: 

1. Decide the statement of the problem  

2. Define the static and dynamic characteristics of the 

applications 

3. Decide the user view and administration view 

4. Construct the workflow of the systems. 

Modeling Paradigm: hypertext + database paradigm from 

the concern methodology such WSDM and WebML can 
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considered as in some Web applications data must be 

stored into database for the administration or decision 

making and hypertext for accessing the sides by the users. 

Requirement Modeling: Structured Systems analysis   

methods and its software requirement specification 

document can be used for capturing the basic requirements 

of the business. OOHDM + W2000 are rich in requirement 

modeling. 

Content Modeling: WebML can capture the detailed 

contents. The most outstanding features of WebML are (1) 

the consideration of workflows where more than one actor 

is involved (and therefore how the corresponding hyper 

views may be synchronized) (2) the possibility to control 

certain types of activity flows by the assignment of objects. 

Hypertext Modeling: HERA framework implies a 

stepwise approach to get from data retrieval to presentation 

generation at the level of instances. The integration of WIS 

designs for hypermedia and web personalization or 

presentation generation with user adoption makes this 

characteristics more powerful, but the data retrieval is 

query based, so multimedia data retrieval strategy must be 

incorporated into it as proposed in our creation.  

Navigation Modeling: WebML has explicitly defined a 

class framework that supports the defined structures. 

UWE, WebML and OO-H define a new conceptual 

process diagram. And   both structure and navigation 

through processes. OOHDM extends both its structure and 

navigational model to support the new concepts.  

Navigation track of WSDM and OOHDM’s Navigation 

diagram are more powerful for navigation modeling, for 

the detailed structure of the web sides we propose the 

inbound and outbound links to the pages of the web sides. 

However we propose the navigation mapping with the help 

of web structure diagram to show the links with various 

web sides and search engines. 

Functional Modeling: OOWS is best for static as well as 

dynamic Process modeling and data modeling is integrated 

with it. The Concur Task Tree notion provides WSDM 

with capabilities such as task decomposition, task 

synchronization, and deactivation of tasks, information 

exchange or certain types of activity suspension and 

transactions; processes cooperativeness is supported in this 

model.  

Other Issues Modeling: Temporal relationships are 

expressed by means of operators between tasks, and for 

each of them an object chunk, modeling the information 

and/or functionality required, is defined in an extended 

ORM (Object Role Modeling) notation. Persistence of 

processes and support for multiple processes running at a 

time are advanced features only considered in OOHDM. 

Uncertainty is not captured by any methods. We propose 

that Uncertainty modeling be represented by statistical 

modeling,  

II) Security Model: Applying Security to Product 

Life Cycle 
Now days there is a necessity of secure software 

development life cycle especially for web applications. 

Different parts of the project apply to the different phases 

of the product development life cycle. The sequence of 

project mirrors the typical phases of the life cycle. Figure 8 

shows how the security implementation corresponds to the 

phases of a classic product development life cycle. Threat 

modeling and security assessment apply when you build 

new Web applications or when you review existing 

applications. The software life cycle was in use to develop 

the good software.  Now a day’s requirement is software 

development should incorporate the security features. For 

fixing any problem or for security implementation, if you 

do it early in the project life cycle will reduce the cost 

accordingly. Security aspects are related to product 

development life cycle. IBM reported that the cost to fix an 

error found after product release was 4 to 5 times as much 

as one uncovered during design, and up to 100 times more 

than one identified in the maintenance phase. Research by 

Stake demonstrated that on average an organization caught 

only a quarter of its software security holes and had 

typically seven significant bugs within its enterprise 

software. Their findings verified that fixing the same 

defects during the testing phase cost around seven times 

less than after deployment. They concluded building 

security into software engineering at the design stage 

would net a 21% ROSI (Return on IT security Investment); 

waiting until the implementation stage would reduce that to 

15% and at the testing stage, the ROSI would fall to 12%. 

Integrating security early into the application development 

lifecycle produces more secure, robust applications at a 

lower cost.  

 

                   
Fig 8: Improving Web Application Security: Threats and 

Countermeasures as it relates to product lifecycle 

 

To make your application hack-resilient, you need a 

holistic and systematic approach to securing your network, 

host, and application. The responsibility spans phases and 

roles across the product life cycle in[12]. Following table 1 

shows the threats in different phases of software 

development life cycle. 
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Table 1 Threats in Software Development Life Cycle 

III ) Deployment Model:  
In web application security is required at many places right 

from its designing till its deployment. As the web  

application passes through many tiers there also security is 

required. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 Scope of the security in web application 

 

The security across the three physical tiers shown in Figure 

9.It covers the Web server, remote application server, and 

database server. At each tier, security is addressed at the 

network layer, host layer, and application layer. Figure 9 

also shows the configuration categories that are uses to 

organize the various security configuration settings that 

apply to the host and network, and the application 

vulnerability categories, which are used to structure 

application consideration. 

III- a)  The Holistic Approach 

Web application security must be addressed across 

application tiers and at multiple layers. An attacker can 

exploit weaknesses at any layer. For this reason, the author 

has considered a holistic approach to application security 

and applies it at all three layers. This holistic approach to 

security is shown in Figure 10. The network security is 

security of host plus application security. The host security 

is application security plus Runtime Services and  

Threats in Software Development Life Cycle 

Phases                                     Threats 

Analysis  • Business goals e.g. allowing 24hrs banking via web can yield DOS 

• System Boundary assessment: Every legitimate system entry or exit point is a threat, as well as other possibly 

illegitimate access points to a system. 

• analysis on abuse of privileges by insiders can yield a lot of threat and vulnerability information 

Design  Input Validation  BOF, XSS,SQLIA, Canonicalization  

 Authentication Network eavesdropping, brute force attacks, dictionary attacks, cookies reply, credential theft  

 Authorization Elevation of privilege , disclosure of confidential data, data tampering , luring attacks 

 Configuration mgmt Unauthorized access to administration  interfaces ; unauthorized access to configuration store, 

retrieval of clear text configuration data; lack of individual accountability , over privileged process 

and service accounts   

 Sensitive mgmt Access sensitive data in storage , network eavesdropping , data tampering 

 Session mgmt Session hijacking, session replay, man in the middle 

 Cryptography Poor key generation or key mgmt, weak or custom encryption  

 Parameter manipulation   Query string manipulation , form field manipulation, cookie manipulation , HTTP header 

manipulation  

 Exception mgmt Information disclosure, denial of service 

 Auditing  & logging User denies performing an operation; attacker exploits an application without trace, attacker covers 

his or her tracks 

Development Input Validation  BOF, XSS,SQLIA, Canonicalization  

 Authentication Network eavesdropping, brute force attacks, dictionary attacks, cookies reply, credential theft  

 Authorization Elevation of privilege , disclosure of confidential data, data tampering , luring attacks 

 Configuration mgmt Unauthorized access to administration  interfaces ; unauthorized access to configuration store, 

retrieval of clear text configuration data; lack of individual accountability , over privileged process 

and service accounts   

 Sensitive mgmt Access sensitive data in storage , network eavesdropping , data tampering 

 Session mgmt Session hijacking, session replay, man in the middle 

 Cryptography Poor key generation or key mgmt, weak or custom encryption  

 Parameter manipulation   Query string manipulation , form field manipulation, cookie manipulation , HTTP header 

manipulation  

 Exception mgmt Information disclosure, denial of service 

Testing Improper test data: Most published literatures introduce techniques for generating test cases from UML models. 

Deployment Network Threats Information gathering, Sniffing or eavesdropping,  Spoofing,  Session hijacking,  Denial of service 

 Host Threats Viruses , Trojan horse and worms,   Foot printing,  Password cracking , Denial of service 

  Arbitrary code execution,  Unauthorized access 

Maintenance Improper update of database  

W
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Fig. 10 Holistic approach. 

 

Components, Operating System, Platform Services and 

Components.The three core elements of a secure network 

are the router, firewall, and switch. The guide covers all 

  

three elements. Table 2 provides a brief description of each 

element. The network security covers LAN, WAN, MAN 

and Internet security. Security can be applied to each layer 

of TCP/IP protocol.  Network security is very important 

for the execution of web program securely. 
 

III-b) Securing Your Host 

The host includes the operating system and .NET 

Framework, together with associated services and 

components. Whether the host is a Web server running IIS, 

an application server running Enterprise Services, or a 

database server running SQL Server, there are some 

methodology that is common across the various server 

roles and types. 

III-c)  Securing Your Application  

There are some sets of application vulnerability categories 

to help you design and build secure Web applications and 

evaluate the security of existing applications. These are 

Table 2 Description of network security tools 

Element Description 

Router Routers are your outermost network ring. They direct 

packets to the ports and protocols that you have 

prepared your applications to work with. Insecure 

TCP/IP protocols are blocked at this ring. 

Firewall The firewall blocks those protocols and ports that the 

application does not use. Additionally, firewalls 

enforce secure network traffic by providing 

application specific Filtering to block malicious 

communications. 

Switch Switches are used to separate network segments. 

They are frequently overlooked or over trusted. 

 

common categories that span multiple technologies and 

components in a layered architecture. These categories are 

the focus for discussion through the designing, building, 

and security assessment. Application vulnerability 

categories Input invalidation, Authentication, 

Authorisation, configuration management, sensitive data, 

session management, cryptography, parameter 

manipulation and exception management.  

 

IV ) Communication Model 

Web applications present designers and developers 

with many challenges. The stateless nature of HTTP means 

that tracking per-user session state becomes the 

responsibility of the application. As a precursor to this, the 

application must be able to identify the user by using some 

form of authentication. Given that all subsequent 

authorization decisions are based on the user’s identity, it 

is essential that the authentication process is secure and 

that the session handling mechanism used to track 

authenticated users is equally well protected. Designing 

secure authentication and session management mechanisms 

are just a couple of the issues facing Web application 

designers and developers. Other challenges occur because 

Input and Output data passes over public 

networks.Preventing parameter manipulation and the 

disclosure of sensitive data are other top issues. Some of 

the top issues that must be addressed with secure design 

practices are shown in Figure 11. Traditionally, security 

has been considered a network issue, where the firewall is 

the primary defence (the fortress model) or something that 

system administrators handle by locking down the host 

computers. Application architects and developers have 

traditionally treated security as an afterthought or as a 

feature to be considered as time permits — usually after 

performance considerations are addressed. Improving Web 

Application Security: Threats and Countermeasures the 

problem with the firewall, or fortress model, is that attacks 

can pass through network defences directly to the 

application. A typical firewall helps to restrict traffic to 

HTTP, but the HTTP traffic can contain commands that 

exploit application vulnerabilities. Relying entirely on 

locking down your hosts is another unsuccessful approach. 

While several threats can be effectively countered at the 

host level, application attacks represent a serious and 

increasing security issue. Another area where security 

problems occur is deployment. A familiar scenario is when 

an application fails when it is deployed in a locked-down 

production environment, which forces the administrator to 

loosen security settings. This often leads to new security 

vulnerabilities. In addition, a lack of security policy or 

application requirements that are inconsistent with policy 

can compromise security. One of the goals of this guide is 

Securing Network 

Securing Host  

Securing Operating System 

Securing Platform 

Securing Application 

 Securing Presentation 

Login 
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to help bridge this gap between development and 

operations. Random security is not enough. To make your 

application hack-resilient, you need a holistic and 

systematic approach to securing your network, host, and 

application. The responsibility spans phases and roles 

across the product life cycle. Security is not a destination; 

it is a journey. 
Table 3 Web Application Vulnerability Due to Bad Design 

 

 

Most security issues come to light only after completion of 

the development. As a result, security is often managed in 

an ad-hoc fashion, as an afterthought. Findings indicate 

that significant cost savings and other advantages are 

achieved when security analysis and secure engineering 

practices are introduced early in the development cycle. As 

the security is incorporated in each and every phase of 

software development it will reduce all kinds of attacks. 

It helps to build hack-resilient applications. A hack-

resilient application is one that reduces the likelihood of a 

successful attack and mitigates the extent of damage if an 

attack occurs. A hack-resilient application resides on a 

secure host (server) in a secure network and is developed 

using secure design and development guidelines. 

 

4. Case Study: 

 
4.1 Workflow of Web Based Conference 

Management System. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Workflow diagram for Web Based Conference Management 

System 

4.2 Use Case Diagram  
Register: This function is performed by the user. He 

performs this function when he is logging in for the first 

time. 

Login: This is a function performed by the user. 

Make payment: This function is performed by the 

attendee in order to attend the conference.  He may be 

choose to avail secondary services if he wishes.  

Submit paper: This is a function performed by the author 

when he wants to submit a paper. 

Browse review results: It allows the author to go through 

all the reviews that have been posted. 

Bid for papers: A function performed by the reviewer 

when he wants to review a paper of his choice. 

 Review paper: Elementary function of the reviewer. He 

may choose to pass on a recommendation to accept or 

reject the project. 

Makes payment: The function performed by the chairman 

to avail the conference management system services. 

Category Threats 

Input Validation Buffer Overflow, SQL injection , Cross 

Site Scripting , canonicalization,  

Authorization Elevation of privilege; disclosure of 

confidential data; data tampering; luring 

attacks    

Configuration 

management  

Unauthorized access to administration 

interface; unauthorized access to 

configuration stores; retrieval of clear 

text configuration data; lack of 

individual accountability; over 

privileged process and service accounts 

Sensitive data Access sensitive data in storage; 

network eavesdropping ; data tampering 

Session 

management 

Session hijacking; session replay; man 

in the middle 

Cryptography Poor key generation or key management 

; weak or custom encryption 

Parameter 

manipulation  

Query string manipulation; from field 

manipulation ; cookie manipulation ; 

HTTP header manipulation 

Exception 

management 

Information disclosure; denial of service 

Auditing and 

logging 

User denies performing an operation; 

attacker exploits an application without 

trace ; attacker covers his or her tracks  

Author Registers 

for the conferences 

Author Submits 

Session 

Organiser 

Authors uploads 

Session 

Organiser assigns 

Reviewer access 

paper 

Is 

paper 

Author pays 

registration 
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End 
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Conference setup: This is done by the chairman in order 

to setup the conference. 

Phase management: The chairman performs this action to 

decide which phase has to start or stop. 

Chair Person

Avails Services

attendee

Make payment

Login<<extend>>

Submitt Paper

Author

Browse Review Result

Bid for paper

Review paper

Make Payment

Conference Setup

track manegement

Paper Assignment

Sending Email Notification

Monitor Payment

Maintainance

Admin

Monitor Users

user

Register

reviewer

Recommended accept Reject

 
Fig. 12 Use Case Diagram for Web Based Conference Management 

System 

 

Paper Assignment: This is a function performed by the 

chairman to assign the various papers coming in to the 

reviewers. 

Sending emails/notifications: Function performed by the 

chairman to inform all the related personnel about the 

progress. 

Monitor payment: A function performed by the 

administrator to supervise the monetary transactions. 

Monitor users: Similar to transactions, the administrator 

also supervises the various users using the product. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 13 Class Diagram for Web Based Conference Management System 

 

4.4 Presentation Model 
Main Page 

 
Fig. 14 Presentation Model for Main Page of Web Based Conference 

Mgmt System 
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Registration 

 

Fig.15 Presentation Model for Registration Page of Web Based 

Conference Mgmt 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig  16 Presentation Model for Registration Page of Web Based 

Conference Mgmt 

Organizer Menu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 17 Organizer Menu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reviewer Menu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  18 Reviewer Menu 
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Figure. 19 Hypertext Structural Model of Reviewing System 

 

 

 

 

4.5 Access Model 

 
The hypertext structure model built so far alone is not 

sufficient to describe how nodes can be reached by 

navigation. To allow users to navigate to nodes the users 

need navigation and orientation aids. These are formulated 

in the form of access structures refining the hypertext 

structure model.  

Figure shows a simplified access model of the PC chair’s 

view specified in the hypertext structure model in our 

reviewing system. Note that a link’s default multiplicity is 

1. The PC chair has access to all papers, reviews, and 

users. To access a specific paper, a unique number is used. 

Alternatively, the PC chair can search for a paper by title. 

UWE uses UML stereotypes, i.e., _menu_ (e.g., 

“Conference”), _index_ (e.g., “ReviewingStatus”), 

<<query>>, (e.g., “SearchPaperByTitle”), and <<guided 

tour>>, to specify the menu, index, query, and  guided tour 

access structures. 
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Fig. 20 Simplified Access Model of the Hypertext Structure Model 
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4.6 Dynamic Model 

 

 

4.6.1 Sequence Diagram  

 
A Sequence diagram is a kind of interaction diagram in 

UML that shows how processes operate with another and 

in what order. It is a construct of a Message Sequence 

Chart. A sequence diagram shows, as parallel vertical lines  

 

(“lifelines”), different processes or objects that live 

simultaneously and as horizontal arrows, the messages 

exchanged between them, in order in which they occur. 

This allows the specification of simple runtime scenarios in 

a graphical manner. 

 

 

 

 
Fig 21 sequence diagram for Web Based Conference Management System 
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4.6. 2Activity Diagram 
Activity diagrams show the flow of activities through the 

system. The diagrams are read from top to bottom and 

have branches and forks. We have used branches which 

describe what activities will take place based on a set of 

conditions. 

 

Activity Diagram for Conference Setup 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 22 Activity Diagram for Conference Setup 

 

Activity Diagram for Paper 

 

Fig. 25 Activity Diagram for Paper Reviewing 

 

 

 

  
Figure 23 Activity Diagram for Paper Submission

Activity Diagram for Paper Bidding 

  
Fig 24 Activity Diagram for Paper bidding 
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Fig 26 ER diagram for Web Based conference Management System 

4.3.2 Component Diagram  
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Fig. 27 Component Diagram for Web Based Conference Mgmt System 
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4.3.3 Deployment Diagram for Web Based 

Conference Mgmt System 

A deployment diagram in the Unified Modelling Language 

models the physical deployment of artefacts on nodes. The 

nodes appear as boxes, and the artefacts allocated to each 

node appear as rectangles within the boxes. Nodes may 

have sub nodes, which appear as nested boxes. A single 

node in a deployment diagram may conceptually represent 

multiple physical nodes, such as a cluster of database 

servers. Basically there are three layers one is clients, 

second is application server and third is database server. 

 

 

4.3.4 Security Model:  Web Based Conference 

Management System 

 
The analysis phase answers the questions of who will use 

the system, what the system will do, and where and when it 

will be used. An analysis strategy is developed to guide the 

project team’s efforts. Such a strategy usually includes an 

analysis of the current system and its problems, and then 

ways to design a new system (called the to-be system). 

 

Fig. 28 Deployment Diagram 
 

Threats Identified in Development of Web Based Conference Management System 

 
Table 4 Threats in Software Development Life Cycle 

Threats in software development life cycle 

Phases                                     Threats 

Analysis  Business goals e.g. allowing 24hrs payment of fees  via web can yield DOS 

Privileges can be given to convenor and organiser account only so that anyone else can not misuse 

those privileges.   

Design  Input 

Validation  

During designing of online form do proper validation of name , email, comment 

section, abstract section , file upload etc. Other wise this sections can be used by 

attacker for input validation  

 Authentication Only authorised user should get access to website otherwise hacker can perform 

any of the following activity Network eavesdropping, brute force attacks, 

dictionary attacks, cookies reply, credential theft .  

 Authorization Identify all roles (admin, convenor, organiser, reviewer) properly then give 

privileges according to the roles.  

 Sensitive mgmt Access to sensitive data  like payment details, papers should be given to convenor 

and organisers only , other wise their is possibility of network eavesdropping , data 

tampering 

 Session mgmt Once the user login till that user is going to logout his session should get maintain 

properly. 

 Cryptography For sorting password in database we need encrypted password so keys for 

encryption and decryption should be strong so that password will get revel.   

 Parameter 

manipulation   

Parameters passed by clients like login name, password, email should be 

manipulated properly by removing suspicious special characters.  

 Exception 

mgmt 

Error should get handled properly , it should not reveal any program information 
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Implementation Input 

Validation  

Validate all text boxes, remove special characters like < , >, from otherwise 

SQLIA,XSS and BOF is possible  

 Authentication Instead of using only login name and password use 3D password otherwise hacker 

can get access to your database. 

 Authorization Identify all roles (admin, convenor, organiser, reviewer) properly then give 

privileges according to the roles. Make proper use of grant command. 

 Sensitive mgmt Access to sensitive data  like payment details, papers should be given to convenor 

and organisers only , otherwise there is possibility of network eavesdropping , data 

tampering 

 Session mgmt Once the user login till that user is going to logout his session should get maintain 

properly using Http Session Objects or any other session tracking technique. 

Otherwise attacker hijack any session.  

 Cryptography For sorting password in database we need encrypted password so keys for 

encryption and decryption should be strong so that password will get revel.  Use 

proper DES or AES systems. 

 Parameter 

manipulation   

Parameters passed by clients like login name, password, email should be 

manipulated properly by removing suspicious special characters and spaces  

should get replace with hexadecimal symbols. 

 Exception 

mgmt 

Error should get handled properly , it should not reveal any program information 

Testing Improper test data: Most published literatures introduce techniques for generating test cases from 

UML models, such as sequence diagrams or activity diagrams. Any diagram-based test method is 

based on path traversing. A run driven by one test case may not detect the modelled threats, so various 

runs taking different paths may be necessary to find a path which can activate the threat behavior. 

Killing criteria should get defined properly. Design test data such a way that it will cover paths. 

Deployment  Network  Threats : All network guards like firewall ,application firewall, honey-pot and  IDS should 

be  updated otherwise following threats are present Information gathering , Sniffing or eavesdropping 

, spoofing, Session hijacking, Denial of service 

Server Threats : Server on which your going to deploy “Web Based Conference Mgmt System” 

should be secure otherwise following threats are possible  Viruses , Trojan horse and worms  Foot 

printing   Password cracking  Denial of service  Arbitrary code execution  Unauthorized access 

Maintenance   All tables used in “Web Based Conference Management System” should be updated properly .   

 

5. Conclusion  

The features of the various web-engineering methods are 

studied and their advantages and disadvantages are 

studied. Depending on the capability of the particular 

diagrams and notations to capture the requirements of the 

web engineering applications, the various characteristics 

are selected for the analysis and design of the web 

engineering applications. At least 15 complex applications 

are implemented by using this model and the testing 

criteria is applied on it. The time required for the testing is 

minimized and the customer accepted the web applications 

without any issues. This is feasible model and can capture 

all the requirements of the web applications. Then We 

proposed the secure life cycle, deployment Model and 

security model accordingly the case system is implemented 

and now it is not possible to do the attacks on the 

application, however we can not guess the future, the 

attackers can break it , but we provided the prevention and 

control on it. 
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